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Mounting in a wall-mounted or floor-standing enclosure

Install the drive vertically at ± 10°. Do not place it close to heating elements.

Mounting with the heatsink inside the enclosure
The power dissipated by the drive power components is given in the table below.

Dissipated power
These levels of power dissipation are given for operation at nominal load and for a switching frequency of 2.5 kHz.

The drive has a fan for cooling the power components. The air is circulated from the bottom to the top of the unit via a duct (the duct is
shown shaded gray in the diagram below). This duct is isolated from the control section by IP54 protection. The DC choke (ATV71HpppM3X,
ATV71HpppN4) extends the duct while maintaining the IP54 protection.
The drive dissipates a great deal of power which must be evacuated to the outside of the enclosure.
Air inlets and outlets must be provided to ensure that the flow of air in the enclosure is at least equal to the value given in the table below
for each drive.

Several methods of evacuation are possible. The following is a proposed method for IP23 and IP54 mounting.

IP23 mounting (standard operating conditions):
Figure 1
Install the drive on an enclosure baseplate.
Install the DC choke (ATV71HpppM3X, ATV71HpppN4) or the transformer(s) (ATV71HpppY) in
accordance with the mounting recommendations.
The simplest mounting method is to extend the IP54 duct between the upper outlet of the DC
choke (or transformer) and the top of the enclosure . Fixing points are provided for this
purpose on the top of the DC choke (or transformer).
The hot air is thus evacuated to the outside and does not contribute towards increasing the
internal temperature of the enclosure.
It is advisable to add a plate  approximately 150 mm from the top of the enclosure over the
air outlet opening to prevent foreign bodies falling into the drive cooling duct.
The air inlet can be via a grille on the bottom front panel of the enclosure door, in accordance
with the required flow rates given in the above table.

Note:
- If the air in the power circuit is totally evacuated to the outside, very little power is dissipated 
inside the enclosure. In this case, use the dissipated power table for dust and damp proof 
flange mounting (see the next page).
- Connect all the additional metal parts to ground via grounding strips.
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D55M3X 1715 C20N4 4930 C11Y 2320 C40Y 7596
D75M3X 2204 C25N4 5873 C13Y 2739 C50Y 9614
D90N4 2403 C28N4 6829 C16Y 3271 C63Y 11921
C11N4 2726 C31N4 7454 C20Y 4005
C13N4 3191 C40N4 9291 C25Y 5142
C16N4 3812 C50N4 11345 C31Y 6293

ATV71H
Flow rate

ATV71H
Flow rate

m3/hour ft3/min m3/hour ft3/min
D55M3X, D90N4 402 236 C11Y, C13Y, C16Y 600 353
D75M3X, C11N4 774 455 C20Y, C25Y, C31Y 1200 706
C13N4 745 438 C40Y, C50Y, C63Y 2400 1412
C16N4 860 506
C20N4, C25N4, C28N4 1260 742
C31N4, C40N4 2100 1236
C50N4 2400 1412
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